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The answers to all questions are in this poem that I also posted as caption to share my learnings with the 
picture: 
 
Antdutainment  
Tiny ants pass knowledge to eachother, while we humas use intelligence and support from educated 
teachers and father and mother. 
Without words ants lead the way, and we humas want to learn from them starting today. 
Teacher ants adjust their speed, so we humas should learn to do the same to meet our pupils learning 
needs. 
No ant learns the same, so we humans also need to pupil-adjust our teachinggame. 
The beauty of experienced elder generation passing experience through togethernes, is what human-
teaching should never skipp. 
When the pupil is fully trained, it does not look like a copy of the teacher but it it leveled up by teachers 
experience and adds that now while it runs its own game. 
Never was there a crisis in ants brilliant strategy because every generation gets its tasks done and 
dusted, so let us humans mimic this strategy because ours is already busted. 
Biomimicry is the best way for us humans to learn from nature, and when we apply it we already see 
how everything is so much better. 
The strategy of these ants abiut how to teach, can make us humas go beyond imaginations no matter 
what we try to achieve or reach. 
Even the Bible says that we should learn from the ants, to meet our needs and our wants. 
Tandem running ants symbolize how we should let the elder back down so that the pupils can level up, 
so let's start tandem running as humans for us to really live at the top. 
I am inspired by these tiny ants for all this, because it is just what we as intelligent humans need to 
finally say we have done it! So let's get to start with Antdutainment, the science of learning like an ant by 
togethernes wich is also entertainment. 
 
* I created the term Antdutainment for this task of @turninggreenorg #PGC2023 to express what I 
learned from tandem running ants: they teach and it is enjoyable for the pupil so it is edutainment by 
ants and that is Antdutainment. 
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